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①
Production and

Quality



１. Products are made to be sold to

the customers

The products in the factory are made to sell to the customers in a 

market.Companies are paid for that and that is how factory operates 

and managed.

Products will be valued after being sold.

I bought a product from that company but it is not good.
I am never going to buy from that company again.

can’t sell well

financial loss or bankrupt

2. Make products that will satisfy customers

Products with…

Good display
Nice design
In good condition
Affordable

Every company needs to be trusted by their customers. If a customer

purchase something to their trusted brands, they can tell to

themselves, “I am sure about that computer because it’s from that

company”In other words, the factory must be making good quality

products.



３. Economically

This computer is good but…
It is not affordable so I am NOT going to buy this.

Even if the product is good, customers are not going to buy it if it’s too

expensive.

Products should be sold at a reasonable price. Sellers/Companies

must consider economic prices when selling products.



②
The Importance of 

Quality



１. Products from customer ’s view

①What is quality

Managing quality means constantly pursuing excellence. It means

improving the products for it to be liked by the customers. The

quality of a product will be evaluated lastly by the customers and not

by the company.

Let’s make vehicle as an example for this. The “excellent quality”

does not mean the designs and features of the car at first sight. But

the quality, comfortability, safety and durability after using the car

for a long term.

Notebook

Easy to write and good quality blank papers.

Memo paper

Whatever the quality as long as it’s blank

②What is “good quality”

It has been said that if a certain product was made in a right way,

then it should be in a “good quality”. Furthermore, “good quality”

does not necessarily mean high quality. Good quality depends on the

satisfaction of the consumers.

③ Proper quality and customers’ satisfaction

To be trusted by your customers, you must sell or make products

appropriate and good for the consumers. If by any chance the product

needs repairing, giving after service (warranty service) for the

customers is a good element to be trusted by them again. Doing

services like these and making high quality products will determine

the satisfaction of the customers. As a result, if the company meets

the satisfaction and expectations of the consumers, the greater sales

it will be.



２．Maker Quality

① Planning quality ＜Target quality＞

Plan to meet the expectations of the customers.

Let’s make this kind of product…”

②Production quality

After planning, production comes after. You can’t make a good quality

product if the process is not done properly. It doesn’t mean “just

making the actual product” or “putting the product in a reality” but

also making the product last for a long time. Maintaining the form

and actual quality of the product.

③Marketing sales quality

The good and bad in marketing and the after-service.

A good quality means pursuing excellence. It is about giving 

satisfaction to your consumers.

Our responsibility is about these two things: Planning what is 

perfect for the consumers and selling the “actual product” that you 

planned. You must do these things in each product to meet every 

customer’s expectation



③
Quality Assurance 

and Quality Control



１. （Quality Assurance or ＱＡ）

Quality Assurance is a process oriented and focuses on defect 

prevention. It means giving the customer ’s good feeling after 

purchasing your product and making sure that the customers are 

purchasing good quality products.

For this, proper procedures and quality control will be needed.

２. （Quality Ｃｏｎｔｒｏｌ or ＱＣ）

Quality Control is the process of ensuring products and services to 

meet consumer’s expectations.

３ . The production procedure in QC

①Quality Basis

Quality Basis is the is the origin of all ideas. “After 

ensuring the quality, the next step is securing the delivery 

cost” this thought is the basic attitude when it comes to 

working.

②Quality Assurance in all products

Let’s say that you made 10,000 products and only one 

product had trouble. For that customer, there is a big 

chance that he/she thinks all your manufacturing goods 

are not reliable even with that 99,999 remaining good ones. 

It is important to follow the rules, production process and 

steps FOR EACH product.



③Quality is made during the building process

『Quality basis』 is the basic thought and the post-process will be 

needed to make every product guaranteed. In other words, do not 

make defective product or “furyou”.

In manufacturing process, [post-process]＝「customers」

④ Check each product

As it was said a while ago, quality is formed in different 

processes. Preventing the outflow・ occurence of defective 

products (NG) is very important. Each worker should check the 

product because everyone has a responsibility to prevent NG 

outflow.

⑤Do not take defective (NG) products

Defective department is the main responsible when defective 

products outflow occurs. But each department still has 

responsibility with this so it is important to make outflow 

prevention program. 

However, if a defective product passed until the last process 

without the other workers(first procedure workers) knowing, 

report immediately. After that, the “first process” workers will 

get back to it. This kind of “teamwork” is needed to prevent 

defective product outflow. 



④
Waste elimination 

that occurs in 
quality



In the business world, there are 3 kinds of “muda” or useless. These

arewaste of opportunity loss, resource loss and the loss in work

progress.

① opportunity loss prevention

If a company won’t meet the customer’s satisfaction, the trust 

will not be gained. The opportunity loss happens here. 

Opportunity loss in the quality of a product is not just about 

losing trust from your customers. In worst case, it can lead to 

death. That is why it is important to do quality management 

properly and exact process for each product. 

② Resource loss prevention

A person, thing or equipment than can’t be used are called 

resource loss. The “muda” is separated into six parts. These are 

manufacture, inspection, transport, stagnation, operation and 

facility.

Quality assurance starts from inspecting and separating the 

products (good and bad) properly by the worker (inspector/kensa). 

But this procedure can cause disposal waste, adjustment period 

and rework loss, slowdown of work progress and transport. 

Speaking further, if a defective product doesn’t occur, there is no 

need for further double inspection. That is why it has been said 

that “kensa/inspection” is just “muda” or a waste of time and 

work.

③ Loss in work progress

If the problems/troubles from the past products aren’t settled or

arranged, there is a big chance that the same problem will occur

in the future. To prevent this kind of loss, each problems should

be settled properly.


